
Word Useful Forms Definition
bitter -ly, embitter(s) or (ed) Sharp, acrid, unpleasant; distasteful, resentful or cynical
callous -ly Emotionally hardened, unfeeling, harsh
caustic -ly Corrosive, cutting, sarcastic
choleric Easily angered, showing or expressing anger
condescension condescend(ing)(ly) Descend to the level of one considered inferior
contemplative contemplate Deeply thoughtful, reflective
contemptuous -ly Hateful, showing dislike or scorn
conventional -ly, convention(s) Traditional
critical -ly, criticism, critic Inclined to judge severely or exactly
cynical -ly, cynicism, cynic Skeptical of the motives of others
derisive -ly, deride(s) or (ed) Mocking
didactic -ly, didacticism Intended for moral instruction
disdainful -ly, disdain(s) or (ed) Scornful, proud, contemptuous
earnest -ly Showing deep sincerity or seriousness
erudite Narrowly academic
fanciful -ly Imaginative, created in an unreal world, whimsical
forthright -ly Direct, straightforward
gloomy gloomily, gloom Partially or totally dark, especially dismal and dreary
haughty haughtily Prideful
indignant -ly Offended, angry at something unjust or wrong
intimate Close, personal
jovial -ly Jolly, happy
judgmental Inclined to criticize
lyrical -ly, lyric, lyricism Expressing deep personal emotion
malicious -ly Deliberately harmful, spiteful
matter of fact Forthright, direct
mocking -ly, mock(s) or (ed) Treating with ridicule or contempt
morose -ly Sullenly melancholy, gloomy
objective -ly Uninfluenced by emotions or personal beliefs
obsequious -ly Full of or exhibiting servile compliance; fawning
optimistic -ly Looking on the bright side of things 
patronizing -ly, patronize(s) or (ed) Treating in a  condescending manner
pessimistic -ly, pessimism Looking on the dark side of things
quizzical -ly Puzzlement, questioning
reflective -ly, reflect(s) or (ed) Characterized by or given to meditation or contemplation; 

thoughtful
reverent -ly, revere(s) or (ed) Marked by a feeling of profound awe and respect and often 

love; veneration
ribald Characterized by vulgar, lewd humor
sanguineous -ly, sanguine Cheerful
sarcastic -ly, sarcasm Given to expressing cutting, often ironic remarks intended to 

wound; makes the victim the butt of contempt or ridicule.
sardonic -ly Scornfully or cynically mocking
sincere -ly Not feigned or affected; genuine
solemn -ly Deeply earnest, serious, sober; somber
whimsical -ly, whim, whimsy Marked by whim or caprice; arbitrary; unpredictable; often 

erratic and lighthearted

 allegory allegorical A narrative in which the characters, behavior and even the 
setting demonstrates multiple levels of meaning.  Often 
allegory is a universal symbol such as Death portrayed as a 
black cloaked "grim reaper."
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 alliteration alliterative Repetition of beginning consonant sounds (creamy and 
crunchy).

 allusion Reference to a statement, person, place, event or thing that is 
known from literature, history, religion, myth, politics, sports, 
science or the arts

anachronism anachronistic(ly) Event or detail that is inappropriate for the time or period
 anaphora The regular repetition of the same word or phrase at the 

beginning of successive phrases or clauses.
anecdote anecdotal Very brief account of a particular incident

 antagonist A character or force in conflict with the main character
 antithesis antithetical The opposite
 archetype archetypal An inherited pattern of thought or symbolic imagery derived 

from the past collective experience; a prototype after which 
other similar things are patterned.

 assonance Repetition of a vowel sound (shining scythes went far and 
wide and cut to dry)

ballad A narrative poem that is, or originally was, meant to be sung.  
Repetition and refrain characterize the ballad. 

blank verse Poetry written in unrhymed iambic pentameter
 caesura A rest in the middle of a line of poetry

caricature Exaggerated imitation of a person, literary style, event, etc for 
satirical effect

chiasmus chiasm A figure of speech by which the order of the terms in the first 
two parallel clauses is reversed in the second: "Pleasure's a 
sin, and sometimes sin's a pleasure"

colloquial Ordinary language, the vernacular.  
 conceit An extended poetic metaphor, usually through an entire poem

 connotation The association that many people have with a word or idea or 
group

 consonance Repetition of a consonant sound anywhere within words, not 
just at the beginning (sailor sings of ropes and things in ships 
upon the seas)

 couplet Two consecutive lines of poetry that form a unit, often 
emphasized by rhyme or rhythm

 denotation The literal dictionary definition of a word
 dialect The language and speech idiosyncrasies of a specific area, 

region or group of people.
diction The specific word choice an author uses to persuade or 

convey tone, purpose or effect.  
 dramatic irony Occurs when the reader or audience knows something 

important that a character does not know
elegy elegiac A poetic lament upon the death of a particular person, usually 

ending in consolation.
 enjambment enjambed, enjamb The continuation of a sentence from one line or couplet of a 

poem to the next.
 euphemism euphemistically The act or example of substituting a mild, indirect or vague 

term for one considered harsh, blunt or offensive.
 exposition expository Presents information or explains a process

fable fabled A legend or a short moral story often using animals as 
characters.

farce farcical A play or a scene in a play or book that is characterized by 
broad humor, wild antics and often slapstick and physical 
humor.

 foreshadowing The use of clues to hint at events that will occur later in the 
plot

 free verse Poetry that is characterized by varying line lengths, lack of 
traditional meter and non-rhyming lines.



 genre generic, generically A literary style or category
 hyperbole hyperbolic Overstatement characterized by exaggerated language.
 iambic pentameter A line of poetry made up of five iambs.  An iamb is a metrical 

foot consisting of an unstressed syllable followed by a 
stressed syllable.

 image imagery Sensory details of a literary work
 in medias res "In the midst of things;" usually refers to opening a story in 

the middle of the action and requires filling in past details 
through exposition or flashback

 inference infer Any logical or reasonable conclusion based on known facts 
or accepted premises

 irony ironic Contrast or discrepancy between expectations and reality
jargon Specialized or technical language of a trade, profession or a 

similar group.  
 metaphor metaphorically A figure of speech that compares two things without using the 

words "like" or "as."
 meter metrical A generally regular pattern of stressed and unstressed 

syllables in poetry
metonymy A figure of speech in which an attribute or commonly 

associated feature is used to name or designate something as 
in "The White House announced today…"

 mood Feeling in a work of literature (aka atmosphere)
 motif A repeated image, phrase or idea in a literary or artistic work

 narrative narration Tells a story or recounts and event
 onomatopoeia onomatopoetic Use of a word whose sound imitates or suggests its meaning.  

For example, buzz, splash, bark.
 oxymoron A figure of speech in which two things which seem to 

contradict each other are combined, as in "deafening silence."

parable parabolic A brief story that teaches a lesson about life
 paradox paradoxically A seemingly contradictory statement that may nonetheless be 

true.
parallel structure The use of similar forms in writing lists or paralell phrases.  

For example "Jane likes reading, writing and skiing."
parody parodied A work that imitates another work for comic effect by 

exaggerating the style and changing the content of the 
original.

 passive voice A weaker style of writing wherein the subject receives the 
action of a "to be" verb, as in "Tom Sawyer was written by 
Mark Twain"

pastoral Describes a literary work that portrays or evokes rural life, 
usually in an idealized way.

pathetic fallacy The logical fallacy of treating objects or conceptual entities 
(such as countries) as if they have thoughts or feelings, as in 
"Rwanda wants to punish the Congo" or "The car just refuses 
to go."

 personification Endows the nonhuman (ideas, objects, animals) with human 
characteristics

 protagonist The main character in a literary work
 pun A play on words, often on different sense of the same word 

and sometimes on similar sense or sound of different words.
 refrain A phrase, verse or group of verses repeated throughout a song 

or poem, especially at the end of each stanza.
 rhetorical 

question
A question to which no answer is expected, often used for 
effect.

 rhyme scheme The pattern of rhymed lines in a poem



 satire satirical Type of writing that ridicules human weaknesses, vice, or 
folly in order to bring about social reform

 sonnet A fourteen-line poem, usually written in iambic pentameter 
with one of several specific rhyme schemes: Shakesperean 
(ABAB CDCD EFEF GG), Spenserian (ABAB BCBC 
CDCD EE), Italian/Petrarchan (ABBA ABBA CDECDE).

 style stylistic How the author writes; the choice and arrangement of words

syllogism A form of reasoning consisting of a major premise, a minor 
premise, and a conclusion, as in "All humans are mortal 
(major premise), I am a human (minor premise), therefore I 
am mortal (conclusion).

 symbol symbolic A concrete or real object used to represent an idea
synecdoche When a part is used to signify a whole, as in "All hands on 

deck!"
syntax syntactic(ally) The pattern of formation of sentences or phrases in a 

language.
 theme thematic(ally) The central idea or insight revealed by a work of literature
 tone The writer's attitude toward his or her subject


